
Week 6 (26th June – 1st July) 

Recap: 
The status before the start of 6th Weekly session was as follows: 

 REST interface using JSON exchange was found unsuitable to create a link between ArcGIS 

Explorer and Arduino Web Server. It demanded a XML response which was too bulky for 

Arduino to cater to and unsuitable for our purposes. As a result, switched over to KML encoding. 

  

 Since then, KML encoding has been working very well. Features like client update-request, 

maintaining Log File and entire of partial KML response are in good shape. All this were 

mentioned in the previous report.  

 

Status: 
The tasks for the past week were decided on a sudden chat with Arne and Dustin on past Monday night. 

 Arne felt that KML display should be enhanced further to account for increase in the number of 

recordings and hence, number of Placemarks. After going through KML documentation, two 

major work packages were decided: 

 

1. TimeLine: This was recommended by Arne a little while back. Along with each 

Placemark, it expects a TimeStamp attribute bearing the date and time at which the 

data was recorded: 

<TimeStamp><when>2012-06-13T01:19:00Z</when></TimeStamp>  

This isn’t much of an overhead for us, as we are already storing the date and time 

information. We just have to embed the information between tags. Upon receiving it, 

Google earth creates a Timeline like- 

 

 
 

Upon interacting with this user friendly interface, client can select what time range of 

data to be displayed. Although, we already have a feature to provide date specific 

information but this adds a cool new feature to it. The code for this is uploaded in the 

SVN.  



 

2. Custom Data: This was introduced to by Daniel. Its basic concept is to send a template 

at the start of a KML response and pass value to its elements in the body of KML file. I 

felt that it would make a significant contribution in the case when data sent in each of 

the many Placemark tag is huge and correlated, which in our case is not. In that way, we 

can send the correlated data for once at the start of Placemark folder and refer to it in 

every Placemark tag. Here also, I couldn’t find any other plus except for reducing the 

time gap between Arduino and client. Of that also, I am not too sure because presently 

log file contains only about 30 entries. In a practical application, it may be in the 

numbers of thousands, so maybe it can make a contribution in that case. Anyways, I 

have uploaded both the codes, with and without custom Data, on the SVN. We would 

see whether it is helpful in the future when the number of recordings increase. The 

response time in this case is around 2800ms while in the other it was 3100ms for full file 

response. (These are my observations after using this. I might have blind-eyed some of 

its benefits. ) 

 

 Ground Overlay: Along with the regular Placemark tags containing recorded data, another 

Placemark tag was programed for in which a line string tracing the path taken by the Arduino 

was shown on the Earth Browser as a Ground Overlay. 

 
(Red line showing the path of Arduino. It looks very jumbled right now, because of the 

randomness of the Coordinates.) 



 On Dustin’s recommendation introduced the update functionality in Sensor class. Good chunk of 

hard coded data was made soft. Apart from that, compiled a fakeGPS library that would act as a 

substitute for an actual GPS till it is not delivered. 

 

 Enhanced the display of Placemark description by formatting the data in Tabular form. This 

feature is auto-available while using Custom Data. 

 

 
 

Problems: 
This isn’t much of a problem but more of a source of concern. Your knowledge could better justify that. 

Presently, response time from Arduino to client to deliver about 25 formatted Placemark tag and 

LineString Ground Overlay is about 3000ms. As the amount of data increases in the future, this time gap 

is bound to extend which might be a problem. Your views on that will be valuable. 

 

Next Week Task: 
GPS arrived on Monday night. It will be interfaced on Tuesday to reduce the dependence on user entry 

via Serial Port for update mechanism. Also, sensor data will be taken from the noise of analog pins to 

entirely demolish this dependence. After that, I will start compiling the video for second blog entry 



scheduled for Thursday. I will try to send this video by Wednesday, so that you verify and then we better 

that. 

 

Following screenshot demonstrates the feature of timeline. We have zoomed onto the timeline for the 

date 06-14 and Earth is displaying the placemarks with the timestamp as 06-14. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 


